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UV Clear

transparent UV clear coat

CHARACTERISTICS

The Carsystem UV Clear is perfect to easily fi ll small holes / pores on the topcoat.

Attention - Due to the insuffi cient adhesion the UV Clear is only limited usable on

edge constructions. Therefore the UV Clear is only punctually usable.

PRODUCT DATA

Colour: transpartent

Density: at 20°C: 1,1 g/cm³

Storage: 24 months in closed original container in dark storage

VOC - compliant

UV drying

HANDLING

.

Underground:

The surface must be clean, dry and free of grease. We recommend to clean the

ground beforehand with aceton.

Application:

Using a scraper, brush or Micro Tip the porous areas will be repaired.

Hardening:

CS Carbo UV Clear will be dried with the CS UV Smart Lamp. Hold the UV Smart

Lamp approx. 4-5 cm over the repair spot. Alternatively, you can use the magnetic

foot of the lamp to fix it on metallic surfaces and bend it over the repair spot.
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On the back there is the on/off button. Do not move the lamp during exposure. The

material should be dried for about 60 seconds.

For thicker layers, drying time should take at least 90 seconds.

SAFETY ISSUES

The before mentioned technical data and information, especially the recommendations

for applying and using our products, are based on our current knowledge and

experience when applied under normal conditions. In practice, the materials, surfaces or

site conditions are so different that no warranty regarding the working results or liability,

arising out of any relationship, can be inferred neither from this information nor from a

verbal consultation, except we are charged with intent or gross negligence. In this case

the user is obliged to prove that he has informed us about all points required for a proper

and promising judgement in writing, in time and completely. Patent rights of any third

party are to be observed. Furthermore, our general sales and delivery Terms and

Conditions and the latest Technical Data Sheet, which should be demanded, apply.

Directions for handling and waste disposal are in our Material Safety Data Sheet and the

specifications of the Employers Liability Insurance Association for the chemical industry.
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